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Linear and Nonlinear Approximation of Fuzzy Random Variables 
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Abstract: Since it is difficult to find the optimal solution of the vague data based models [1] in traditional ways,
we use linear and nonlinear (hybrid) approximation methods simultaneously. We used the technique of
simulation [2] and genetic algorithm [3] based on random fuzzy simulation to help find the optimal solution with
hybrid algorithm and linear approximation to evaluate these methods efficiency in hybrid environment. Results
showed that the probability of crossover and probability of mutation higher, the linear  approximation  better
(in case of nonlinear integer programming). In this paper, we proposed fuzzy linear method and tested it on a
portfolio model. We provided a fuzzy nonlinear integer programming model for portfolio selection.
A numerical example demonstrates the application of the proposed method.
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INTRODUCTION A genetic algorithm is a population-based search and

Hybrid Environment: Intelligent Systems are now
being used to support decisions in tasks ranging from
trading currency futures to predicting sales in
supermarkets [4]. Each technique of different types of
intelligent techniques (neural networks, genetic
algorithms, rule induction etc.), has particular strengths
and limitations and cannot work in every type of problem.

For example, in a decision making task that requires
explicit explanations; neural networks are less applicable
than a rule induction approach. The genetic algorithm is
used to induce fuzzy decision rules operating on data with
‘linguistic’ categories such as low, medium and high.
Similarly, for tasks that require constant adaptation and
learning from the operating environment, a static expert
system is far less useful than an adaptive technique such
as a neural network. Such limitations have been a central
force of creating intelligent hybrid systems where two or
more intelligent techniques are combined in such a way to
overcome the inherent limitations of individual techniques
[5]. It is called “hybrid systems” that are forming the basis
of a new generation of intelligent decision support
systems.

Hybrid genetic algorithms have received significant
interest in recent years and are being increasingly used to
solve real-world problems. A genetic algorithm is able to
incorporate other techniques within its framework to
produce a hybrid that reaps the best from the
combination.

optimization method that mimics the process of natural
evolution. The two main concepts of natural evolution,
which are natural selection and genetic dynamics, inspired
the development of this method. The basic principles of
this technique were first laid down by Holland [3] and are
well described, for example, in [6, 7].

The performance of a genetic algorithm, like any
global optimization algorithm, depends on the mechanism
for balancing the two conflicting objectives, which are
exploiting the best solutions found so far and at the same
time exploring the search space for promising solutions.
The power of genetic algorithms comes from their ability
to combine both exploration and exploitation in an optimal
way [3]. However, although this optimal utilization may be
theoretically true for a genetic algorithm, there are
problems in practice. These arise because Holland
assumed that the population size is infinite, that the
fitness function accurately reflects the suitability of a
solution and that the interactions between genes are very
small [8].

Heuristic approaches are effective in finding
solutions of uncertain programming. Liu [9] integrated
fuzzy simulation, neural network (NN) and genetic
algorithm (GA) to produce a hybrid intelligent algorithm
for solving many kinds of uncertain programming.

Linear Approximation: Let suppose that
  with probability P and  s  is  thes
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state index. We may use the concept of expected value to Over the recent years, researchers have proposed a
resolve the possibilistic nature. To do this let us rewrite
the possibilistic distribution of  as the
following function form [10]. 

(1)

Then, for each -level cut, we have confidence interval as:

(2)

With replacing it in the model can rewrite:

(3)

Where [0.1]. If  is first given, then r ( ), r ( ) would beL U

constant and the model will be a crisp bi-objective linear
programming which can be solved by max-min approach.
That is:

(4)

Where  is a sufficiently small positive number. With the
membership functions µ  and µ  the equation will be a1 2

crisp linear programming under given  and .

Hybrid Alghorithm: During the last decade, genetic
algorithm-based approaches have received increased
attention from the engineers dealing with problems, which
could not be solved using conventional problem solving
techniques. A typical task of a GA in this context is to
find the best values of a predefined set of free parameters
associated with either a process model or a control vector.
A possible solution to a specific problem can be encoded
as an individual (or a chromosome), which consists of
group of genes.

number of evolutionary multi-objective optimization
approaches, such as the neighborhood constraint GA in
[11], the Pareto envelope based selection algorithms in
[12], the strength Pareto-EA in [13], the non-dominant
sorting GA in [14] and the differential evolution based
EMO in [15]. A wider range of other evolutionary
approaches can be found in the survey paper [16].
Traditionally genetic algorithm GA is one of the
Evolutionary Algorithms. It was developed by Holland
and Rechenberg [17]. By imitating basic principles of
nature evolution, they created an optimization algorithm
that has successfully been applied in many areas. GA is
able to search very large solution spaces efficiently by
providing a concise computational cost, since it uses
probabilistic transition rules instead of deterministic ones.
It is easy to implement and is increasingly used to solve
inherently intractable problems called NP-hard problems.

Flow chart for hybrid genetic algorithm is illustrated
in Figure 2.

Portfolio Selection: In order to test two above methods,
we choose a portfolio model. The portfolio selection
problem consists in selecting a portfolio of assets that
provides the investor a given expected return and
minimizes the risk. One of the main contributions in this
problem is the seminal work by Markowitz [18], who
introduced the so-called mean-variance model, which
takes the variance of the portfolio as the measure of
investor's risk. In the mean and variance model of
Markowitz [18, 19], the returns have been considered as
random variables and it has been supposed that the
investors are aiming at striking balance between
maximizing the return and minimizing the risk of
investment. Thus, the returns with the mean and the risk
with the variance portfolio became quantitative. 

Many studies have made effort to develop
Markowitz’s model. For instance, Watada [20] has
undertaken a study on the vague objectives for expected
yield and risk by using the issue of fuzzy portfolio
selection.

Furthermore, Leon et al [21], Tanaka and Guo [22],
Tanaka et al [23], Azar et al [24] and Watada [20] have
considered the vagueness factors as fuzzy sets, in their
studies.

Portfolio selection problem involving the random
fuzzy variable based on the standard asset allocation
problem to maximize the total future return can be as
follows [25]:
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Fig. 1: Flow chart for hybrid genetic algorithm

(5)
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that a , b R are real coefficients and  is the average of normal distribution ,  and  are also leftij

the future return rate of technology i and they are in the
form of fuzzy random variables, it means that .

Above portfolio model with fuzzy random variables can be
rewritten as:

which
is the future return rate of stock i as fuzzy random
variable

P is average price of security ii

I available budget
is the future expected rate for stock i

k is number of stocks type considered by
stockholders

l, u are lower and upper number of each stock i,

The return rate of each security is fuzzy random
variables and in the form of fuzzy triangular numbers as: securities and maximum number of security i, is 2000 Unit.

 in which m , is the variable  withi

i i

and right spreads, respectively. Covariance of m  and mi j

has been displayed with Cov(m ,m ) =  which its matrixi j ij

equals V =(Cov(m ,m ))  that ( , ) > 0.i j n×m i i

If we suppose that the return of security i is a fuzzy
variable, its membership function can be displayed in the
simple triplet (l, m, u) form, as it is shown in the following:

(6)

Numerical Example: In order to test the model,
investment in Tehran Stock Exchange was studied. First,
we selected twenty securities, randomly. Second, the rate
of the expected return of each selected security and the
right and left limits have been calculated. Calculation of
the right and left sides’ values, the vector of the expected
return rate and the matrix of covariance has been made by
employing historical data and experts’ (the traders and
stakeholders) ideas. For gathering this data, at first the
historical data of each security during past 7 months in
the 2010 have been collected and used for approximating
the return rate of security and covariance matrix V
=(Cov( , )) . Subsequently, the experts and activei j n×m

individuals in this area were asked to state their own
estimation of the rate of  and . The mean of thesei i

estimates  were  considered  as  right  and  left limits and
the return rate of fuzzy variable of Security i is

as  illustrated in

Table 1. 
The number of securities considered by the

stockholders, based on results, is aggregately six (k = 5)

Also  the initial budget of investment is 100 million (Rials).



0.8029f =

0.8611f =
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Table 1: Future return and expected return 
Stock Return mean, right and left spreads Future expected return Stock Return mean, right and left spreads Future expected return
x U(0.36, 0.8, 0.24 ) (0.23,1.03,0.32) x U(0.1, 0.81, 0.65) (0.24, 1.5, 0.26)1 11

x U(0.39, 1.1, 0.52) (0.14, 0.71, 0.39) x U(0.34, 1.27, 0.65) (0.32, 1.11, 0.2)2 12

x U(0.15, 1.3, 0.15) (0.44, 2.01, 0.15) x U(0.16, 0.7, 0.65) (0.29, 1.22, 0.44)3 13

x U(0.24, 1.8, 0.18 ) (0.39, 2.09, 0.11) x U(0.29, 0.93, 0.42) (0.74, 1.61, 0.19)4 14

x U(0.14, 1.5, 0.32 ) (0.27, 1.33,.12) x U(0.1, 0.76, 1) (0.33, 1.45, 0.66)5 15

x U(0.6, 1.6, 0.94 ) (0.4, 0.84, 0.36) x U(0.4, 1.65, 0.58) (0.12, 1.08, 0.3)6 16

x U(0.1, 0.61, 0.4 ) (0.19, 1.19, 0.61) x U(0.09, 0.88, 0.25) (0.22, 1.5, 0.62)7 17

x U(0.32, 1.6, 0..52 ) (0.15, 1.33, 0.21) x U(0.44, 1.07, 0.5) (0.4, 1.61, 0.33)8 18

x U(0.12, 0.9, 0.4) (0.36, 1.96, 0.34) x U(0.1, 1.7, 0.16) (0.24, 1.61, 0.26)9 19

x U(0.4, 1, 0.21) (0.17, 1.73, 0.42) x U(0.2, 0.99, 0.8) (0.09, 0.7, 1)10 20

Table 2: Comparisons of object values by hybrid intelligent system and

linear approximation

Population size P Crossover function Fm

20 0.2 0.8 0.785845

20 0.2 0.5 0.751922

20 0.3 0.8 0.85690

20 0.3 0.5 0.854324

30 0.2 0.8 0.86940

30 0.2 0.5 0.85645

30 0.3 0.8 0.86068

30 0.3 0.5 0.85543

Linear approximation 

Minimum expected rate (R ) considered by theexp

stockholders has obtained 0.52 with 0.17 and 0.44 upper
and lower spreads respectively from questioners.

A run of the hybrid intelligent algorithm (2000 cycles
in random fuzzy simulation, 500 training data in NN and
500 generations in GA) shows the optimal solution as
Table 2, whose objective value  is highest

achieved goal value. Also best objective value for linear
approximation achieved 0.8029. 

CONCLUSION

Decision making in hybrid environment is a very
important task involved in many business decisions. In
this sense, hybrid genetic algorithms have received
extensive attention during the past decade because it was
developed for overcoming the problems of the traditional
methods.

In the absence of enough data situation, in this paper,
we have considered portfolio selection in hybrid
environment with random fuzzy returns and linear and
fuzzy constraints to set output as integer values. To
solving randomness and fuzziness simultaneously, we
applied both hybrid genetic algorithms and linear

approximation. For testing the model we modeled portfolio
selection. Results showed that in hybrid environment,
hybrid genetic algorithm can be achieved better objective
function rather than linear approximation. But this can not
be generalized for all circumstances and different based
on cross over, population size and probability of
mutation.
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